ACROPOLIS AVIATION

Acropolis Aviation’s ACJ320neo has a sumptuously appointed private master bedroom with its own writing desk/dressing table area leading on to a luxury en-suite bathroom with a rectangular shower – the largest ever installed in an Airbus single-aisle aircraft.

The aircraft is a shop window for Collins Aerospace, as it features its Venue CMS, Stage IFE platform, VIU flexible LED mood lighting and Airshow moving map.

Acropolis Aviation, the Farnborough-based VVIP charter operator, has welcomed its brand new Airbus Corporate Jet – G-KELT – the world’s first ACJ320neo. With elegant cabin interiors designed by Yves Pickardt from Alberto Pinto and completed in 13 months by Basle, Switzerland-based AMAC Aerospace, the luxury single-aisle jet is destined for exclusive high-end charter service in the US, Middle East and Europe.

Offering stylish accommodation for 19 passengers, Acropolis Aviation’s ACJ320neo, the first in a new family for Airbus, is capable of connecting destinations in excess of 12-hour flight times.

“We are absolutely delighted with the high quality of workmanship that has gone into the creation of G-KELT since it arrived green in January 2019,” said Acropolis Aviation CEO Jonathan Bousfield. “AMAC Aerospace has created something very special, which will set new standards of comfort and well-being within the VVIP charter market, fully utilising the cabin space.”

Entertainment can be accessed via 19 individual iPads and four large TV screens throughout the cabin. The aircraft is also fitted with superfast Wi-Fi via Ka-band internet connection.